For an LQG-type sampled-data regulator problem which accounts for computational delay and utilizes an averaging A/D device, the equivalent discrete-time problem is shown to be of increased order due to the inclusion of delayed measurement states. The optimal projection equations for reduced-order, discrete-time compensation are applied to the augmented problem to characterize low-order controllers. The design results are illustrated on a 10th-order flexible beam example.
Introduction
Classical sampled-data control theory has been extensively developed ([1-71) and is widely used in practical application. Sampled-data design based upon modern optimal control theory has also been developed, although to a considerably lesser extent ([8-141) . The A... the present paper are twofold. First, for an LQGtype sampled-data regulator problem which explicitly accounts for computational delay, we obtain an equivalent discrete-time problem (Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1). The timing diagram in Figure 1 illustrates the unavoidable delay in the feedback loop (see Section 2 for notation). A salient feature of this problem is that rather than replace the continuous-time white noise measurement model by a discrete-time version (which is often done in the literature since continuous-time white noise cannot be sampled), we employ an averaging-type AID device as in [8] , p. 82 (see (2.5) ).
The second goal of the paper is to present a novel design procedure which is applicable to the equivalent discrete-time problem, and which thus directly accounts for the delay effects. Since the discrete-time model is of augmented order n+L (n = number of plant states, .6 = number of measurements), it seems natural to seek dynamic feedback of reduced order. To this end we apply OBTAIN Y(kt+l) OBTAIN y(k+2) design an n th-order discrete-time compensator A" 0nx.,
Apvlication of the Optimal Proiection _kuations to the Equivalent Discrete-Time
We now apply the optimal projection equations for discrete-time dynamic compensation to the equivalent discrete-time problem. The following easily proved lemma will be needed. Lemma The following algorithm is proposed for solving (3.9)-(3.12).
Algorithm 5.1.
Step 1: Initialize k=0 and 1( ;
Step 2: With r-r(k) solve (3.9)-(3.12) 
continue; else go to Step 6;
Step 4: Select 'I' C(Q ,P ) and update 7(k+1) = j 4(k) (4(k) )
Step 5: Increment k and go to Step 2;  (k)
Step 6: Evaluate (3.5)-(3.8) with Q = Q pk) ([29,30] ).
